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THE LIFE AND DEATH OF FASHION
As a precise observer, the photographer Tim Mitchell examines ecologically sustainable and ethical
models for twenty-first century production and consumption in his first monograph, Product. Through
the rapidly changing world of consumer products, he explores the dramatic transformation of society’s
values.
Berlin/Bielefeld, October 4, 2019 – For twenty years the English photographer Tim Mitchell has followed
fashion as it emerges and disappears. His is a critical look behind the scenes at the global Fashion Weeks.
As an uninvited artist-in-residence in Paris and Milan he shows us the dark sides of spectacle, the excess
of a coolly calculating industry that creates dreams and desires.
Mitchell soberly debunks the glamourous “origin myths” of fashion. He and the anthropologist Lucy Norris
track pieces of clothing across Europe, until they are ultimately transported to India for recycling:
mountains of it in remote warehouses, lacking identity and distinguishing marks, nothing more than
undifferentiated fabrics.
Mitchell’s photography is both social research and a call for people to ask how ecologically sustainable
and ethical models for twenty-first-century production and consumption can be shaped. His first
monograph, Product, is an enormous pictorial essay, accompanied by trailblazing essays on economics,
sociology, and art history by Luc Boltanski and Arnaud Esquerre, Nicky Gregson, Michalis Nikolakakis,
Alistair Robinson, and others, making this a real guide to sustainability and conscientious dealings with
our limited resources.
Product accompanies the eponymous exhibition at the Northern Gallery for Contemporary Art,
Sunderland: August 31 – November 3, 2019.
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publishes ambitious, top-quality, and individualized books on contemporary and modern art, on photography and
cultural history.
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